
Appendix to:

“Specification, testing, and interpretation of gene-by-measured-environment interac-

tion models in the presence of gene-environment correlation” by Rathouz, Van Hulle, Rodgers

and Lahey

A Parameter mappings between model (2) and (5)

Under the assumption that aM > 0 and given (1), it can be shown that (2) can be re-expressed

as (5) simply by re-arranging terms, with the following parameter transformations:

β∗
2 = αC/aM

β∗
1 = (aC − αCµM)/aM

µ∗P = µP − aCµM/aM

e∗C = eC − (eM/aM)aC

ε∗C = εC − (eM/aM)αC .

Furthermore, if we begin with (5), we can re-express this same model as (2) using the

following back-transformations (computed successively):

αC = aMβ
∗
2

aC = aMβ
∗
1 + αCµM

µP = µ∗P + aCµM/aM

eC = e∗C + (eM/aM)aC

εC = ε∗C + (eM/aM)αC .

B Example analysis of variance decomposition using

effects defined in Section 4.3

As discussed in §§ 4.2–4.4, several variance decompositions are available for a given model.

To obtain a more comprehensive picture of the effects contributing to a given fitted model,
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and as a further illustration of the variance decomposition method in § 4.2, we summarize

the first hypothetical model in § 4.3 model in an “analysis of variance decomposition.” Ta-

ble B.I presents average and partial effect variances due to a variety of factors to reveal the

relative importance of each effect, similarly to an analysis of variance table summarizing a

regression model. The second and third columns present the (unstandardized and standard-

ized) contributions to the variance of P due to the joint effects of the factors listed in the

first column. The fifth and sixth columns present partial effect variances, controlling for

other factors, obtained by subtracting two total effect variances. For example, the variance

contribution for the joint effect of AM , EM , and AU is 1.062 and that for AM and EM is

0.178. The partial effect variance for AU controlling for (AM , EM) is therefore obtained by

subtracting 1.062 − 0.178 = 0.885. From the table, one can see that, regardless of how

one partitions the variance, unique genetic effects on P account for between 41% and 43%,

unique environmental effects account for 48%, and remaining effects account for between 9%

and 11% of the total variance of P .
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Table B.I. Analysis of variance decompositions for first hypothetical gene-environment in-

teraction model for P moderated by M , presented in § 4.3.

Total Effect Variance Partial Effect Variance
Effect Unstd Std Effect Unstd Std
AM 0.165 8.0
AU 0.840 40.9

AM , AU 1.027 50.1 AU |AM 0.862 42.0
AM |AU 0.187 9.1

EM 0.010 0.5
EU 0.990 48.2

EM , EU 1.000 48.7 EU |EM 0.990 48.2
EM |EU 0.010 0.5

AM , EM 0.178 8.6 EM |AM 0.013 0.6
AM |EM 0.168 8.2

AM , EM , AU 1.062 51.8 AU |AM , EM 0.885 43.1
EM |AM , AU 0.035 1.7

AM , EM , EU 1.167 56.9 EU |AM , EM 0.990 48.2
AM |EM , EU 0.167 8.2

Total 2.053 100.0

Notes: Unstd=unstandardized; Std=standardized. Interpretation of variance components is

described in the text. The partial effects AU |AM , EM and EU |AM , EM are uncorrelated, so

their variances are additive.
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